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Disney/Pixar Story Collection 2008-08-12
five disney pixar early readers come together in one book featuring stories based on the blockbuster movies toy story finding nemo cars ratatouille and monsters inc this
paperback collection is an amazing value

Big Egg 2010-04-14
one morning hen wakes up and finds a gigantic egg in her nest whose ege can it be here s a hint hen it doesn t belong to that wily fox

Cat Traps 2010-05-05
cat wants a snack cat sets a trap cat gets in trouble simple sentences and snappy illustrations make this a purr fect first step into the joy of reading

Vampoodle 2018-09
there s a puppy party in the backyard but the scaredy dogs skedaddle when ghosts and ghouls begin to arrive what should the pups do don costumes and join the
halloween parade of course a fun follow up to joan holub s step 2 reader shampoodle

I Like Stars 2010-03-31
i like stars blue stars far stars shooting stars i like stars

Dig, Scoop, Ka-boom! 2013-06-25
a construction site crew is busy at work in this rhyming step 1 story as the work continues readers are in for a surprise the crew is actually a group of young friends
engaged in a fun day of dramatic play two sheets of vehicle themed stickers are included it s a natural for young readers who love to build and are fans of vehicles that
dig scoop and sometimes go ka boom
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The Trojan Horse: How the Greeks Won the War 2013-08-28
illus in full color an ancient history lesson emerges from this account of the way the greeks tricked the trojans and rescued helen of troy the book is well tailored to
younger readers with careful explanations and short sentences a pronunciation guide is appended drawings portray the story s main events a nice supplement to units
on ancient greece or mythology booklist

Chicks! 2013-02-26
when a family brings home chicks from a local farm they must do everything they can to make sure their feathered friends thrive in their new environment with the help
of their knowledgeable parents the children provide the baby chicks with food water warmth and proper shelter young readers will chirp along happily page after page
learning to read as they watch the fuzzy little chicks grow into downy adult chickens who will eventually lay eggs of their own step 1 readers have big type and easy
words rhyme and rhythm and picture clues for children who know the alphabet and are ready to read

I Can Be...Story Collection (Barbie) 2013-07-23
the barbie i can be story collection includes five step into reading early readers i can be a baby doctor i can be a horse rider i can be a teacher i can be a pet vet and i
can be a ballerina girls ages 4 6 won t be able to resist

Gulliver in Lilliput 2011-04-06
this simple retelling of jonathan swift s gulliver s travels focuses on the first voyage gulliver s time on the island of lilliput it is a great way to introduce newly independent
readers to this classic adventure gulliver loves the life he s leading as a doctor on a ship he travels to some very interesting places but life at sea can be dangerous too
gulliver s ship is destroyed in a storm and it takes every bit of his strength to swim to shore where he falls asleep all alone but he is not alone for long gulliver awakens to
find himself being held captive on an island called lilliput by people who are only six inches tall although they don t trust him at first soon enough the lilliputians see how
handy it can be to have gulliver around at least some of the time and gulliver adds another exotic exciting and very funny adventure to his life experiences

Wheels! 2010-04-14
train wheels plane wheels gear wheels rear wheels what if there were no wheels how would people go
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Peanut 2003-10
when a toddler wanders off in the grocery store the family dog uses its excellent sense of smell to track down the missing child a step into reading level 2 book

Richard Scarry's Watch Your Step, Mr. Rabbit! 2016-03-22
mr rabbit s feet are stuck in cement and all of his friends are trying to get him out follow their hilarious hijinks in this delightful tale of what happens when you don t pay
attention to where you are going

The Statue of Liberty 2010-05-26
over 125 years ago our beloved statue of liberty made its way to new york harbor this step 2 non fiction reader uses illustrations and photographs to tell the story of how
lady liberty was sculpted transported from france unveiled and made into an american icon

My New Boy 2009-07-22
illus in full color designed for children who are just beginning to read independently this humorous story has very large print simple vocabulary and lively amusing
illustrations should be appealing whether used for reading alone or reading aloud bulletin center for children s books

Wake Up, Sun! 2013-04-24
illus in full color a comedy about a menagerie of barnyard animals who mistakenly think the sun has forgotten to rise designed for children just beginning to read the
story s vocabulary is simple yet is smoothly written a good choice booklist

Freedom for Addy (American Girl) 2021-08-24
american girl addy fights for freedom during the civil war in this all new step 3 step into reading leveled reader that takes place in 1864 and includes an addy poster
addy walker escapes a southern plantation during the turbulent civil war meet addy as she and her mother make a daring journey from slavery to freedom in 1864 addy
s story is sure to engage young girls as they learn what it was like to be a girl during the civil war in this step 3 step into reading leveled reader great for american girl
fans ages 5 to 8 the book comes with an addy poster step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy to follow plots about popular topics for children who are ready
to read on their own introduced in 1986 american girl s flagship line of historical characters features 18 inch dolls books and accessories that give girls a dramatic
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understanding of the role women and girls played in shaping our country

Christopher Columbus 2013-09-25
independent readers can learn about columbus s fateful voyage in this dramatic easy to read account of a pivotal moment in american history

The Very Busy Spider 2020-05-05
a spider blown by the wind to a fence post near a farm yard begins to build her web and cannot be distracted from the task at hand not by the horse cow sheep goat or
dog but when the rooster asks if she wants to catch a pesky fly the busy spider is able to catch it in her web immediately

Sleepy Dog 1984-10-12
a dog and his pet cat share good night kisses and playful dreams until morning wakes them in this bedtime story for youngest beginning readers step 1 readers feature
big type and easy words for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading rhyme and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode the
story and look for the sequel to this popular leveled reader sleepy dog wake up

Survival Mode! (Minecraft) 2021-05-25
reading is matter of survival with the only official leveled reader series based on minecraft bonus includes over 30 stickers minecraft is the best selling video game of all
time and now learning to read has never been more fun for fans of the game ages 4 to 7 they ll get a great introduction to the game s survival mode when two players
emmy and birch and their tame wolf byte set out to explore build craft and survive in the epic expanse of the overworld step 3 readers feature engaging characters in
easy to follow plots about popular topics for children who are ready to read on their own 2021 mojang ab and mojang synergies ab minecraft and mojang are trademarks
or registered trademarks of mojang synergies ab

Paw Patrol 2023
disney pixar inside out takes you to a place that everyone knows but no one has ever seen inside the human mind this step 3 step into reading leveled reader based on
the film is perfect for boys and girls ages 5 to 8 disney pixar inside out releases in theaters june 19 2015 step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy to follow
plots about popular topics for children who are ready to read on their own
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Welcome to Headquarters (Disney/Pixar Inside Out) 2015-05-05
join blaze and the monster machines for monster phonics blaze aj gabby and their friends roar into reading in this fun and educational phonics book set container

Monster Phonics (Blaze and the Monster Machines): 12 Step Into Reading Books 2016-09-06
beth admires her friend molly s courage but on a visit to molly s country home beth surprises herself with her own bravery when the two become lost within the maze of
a cornfield

Molly the Brave and Me 1990-03
thomas is convinced that he can drive himself when he heads off on his own he learns that stopping can be harder than starting this classic story originally by the
reverend w awdry has been adapted to appeal to the reader who is just beginning to read includes fun language building activities

Thomas Comes to Breakfast (Thomas & Friends) 2004-06-22
illus in full color here is the gripping story of hillary and norgay s perilous ascent of mount everest as they battled snow and ice slides whipping winds and the grim
knowledge that 19 others had died in the same attempt

To the Top! 2013-08-28
the disney princesses come together in one collection of early readers featuring belle cinderella snow white sleeping beauty andjasmine in their own special stories this
paperback bind up includes five step into reading titles

Princess Story Collection (Disney Princess) 2007-08-28
american girl samantha stands up for what s right in this all new step 3 step into reading leveled reader that takes place at the turn of the century in 1904 and includes
more than 30 stickers it s 1904 the turn of the 20th century and samantha parkington is a nine year old orphan living with her rich grandmother when samantha sees a
friend in need she makes space to help and a speech worth more than gold meet grandmary nellie uncle gard and more people in samantha s world while learning what
it was like to be a girl in 1904 in this step 3 step into reading leveled reader great for young american girl fans ages 5 to 8 the book includes more than 30 stickers step 3
readers feature engaging characters in easy to follow plots about popular topics for children who are ready to read on their own introduced in 1986 american girl s
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flagship line of historical characters features 18 inch dolls books and accessories that give girls a dramatic understanding of the role women and girls played in shaping
our country

Samantha Helps a Friend (American Girl) 2021-07-13
when a childhood illness leaves her blind and deaf helen keller s life seems hopeless indeed but her indomitable will and the help of a devoted teacher empower helen to
triumph over incredible adversity this amazing true story is finally brought to the beginner reader level

Helen Keller 2010-05-26
join chase marshall skye and the rest of nickelodeon s paw patrol as they find adventure and make a new friend named tracker boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will love this
step 1 deluxe step into reading leveled reader step 1 readers feature big type and easy words rhymes and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode
the story for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading

Meet Tracker! (PAW Patrol) 2016-08-02
a young girl makes so many demands on the robot she has constructed that he runs away

Robot, Go Bot 2013-06-25
meet all your l o l surprise tm fierce friends in this all new step 3 step into reading reader with more than 30 sweet and sassy stickers meet queen bee miss punk sugar
queen and all of your favorite l o l surprise tm fierce friends this step 3 step into reading leveled reader has over 30 outrageous l o l surprise tm stickers perfect for boys
and girls ages 5 to 8 step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy to follow plots about popular topics for children who are ready to read on their own in a world
where babies run everything little rockers rebel against nap time and teacher s pets become class presidents with free pizza fridays in the l o l surprise tm world all work
is play and nothing is dull cuz it s all a lil surprising and outrageous

Let's Be Friends (L.O.L. Surprise!) 2020-12-22
this step 2 step into reading leveled reader is based on disney and pixar s luca streaming now on disney set in a beautiful seaside town on the italian riviera disney and
pixar s original feature film luca is a coming of age story about one young boy experiencing an unforgettable summer filled with gelato pasta and endless scooter rides
luca shares these adventures with his newfound best friend but all the fun is threatened by a deeply held secret they are sea monsters from another world just below the
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water s surface girls and boys ages 4 to 6 will love this step 2 step into reading leveled reader step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple
stories for children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help

Friends Are Forever (Disney/Pixar Luca) 2021-05-04
illus in full color the tallest person is no taller than a toothpick in the town of pee wee and when lady teena is abducted by a dragonfly a tiny knight riding his trusty ant
rescues the miniature maiden this is a hit an engagingly humorous storyline set in very large type features simple words and only a sentence or two per page booklist

Sir Small and the Dragonfly 1988-11-08
when his friends decline to come over for a beef stew dinner nicky feels bad until a surprise visitor shows up

Beef Stew 2004
this step 3 step into reading leveled reader is based on disney pixar elio

Disney/Pixar Elio Step Into Reading, Step 3 2024-02-06
scenes from the disney film peter pan on opposite pages have slight differences for the reader to distinguish

Peter Pan 1998
this step 3 step into reading leveled reader is all about american girl molly and her christmas on the home front during world war ii in 1944 with more than 30 stickers
included the battles of world war ii may be a world away but molly mcintire and her family do what they can to help from the 1944 home front meet molly and her family
and get to know what it was like to be a girl celebrating christmas during world war ii in this step 3 step into reading leveled reader great for young american girl fans
ages 5 to 8 the book includes more than 30 stickers step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy to follow plots about popular topics for children who are ready to
read on their own introduced in 1986 american girl s flagship line of historical characters features 18 inch dolls books and accessories that give girls a dramatic
understanding of the role women and girls played in shaping our country look out for these other great books samantha helps a friend american girl 9780593381878
freedom for addy american girl 9780593381915
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Molly's Christmas Surprise (American Girl) 2021-09-07
this step 3 step into reading leveled reader is based on disney encanto now streaming on disney disney encanto tells the tale of an extraordinary family the madrigals
who live hidden in the mountains of colombia in a magical house in a vibrant town in a wondrous charmed place called an encanto the magic of the encanto has blessed
every child in the family with a unique gift from super strength to the power to heal every child except one mirabel but when she discovers that the magic surrounding
the encanto is in danger mirabel decides that she the only ordinary madrigal might just be her exceptional family s last hope girls and boys ages 5 to 7 will love this step
3 step into reading leveled reader based on the animated feature film step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy to follow plots about popular topics for children
who are ready to read on their own

Mirabel's Discovery (Disney Encanto) 2021-10-12
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